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1

Introduction

Biological named entity recognition means to extract names of biological entities which are used as
important information such as protein name, gene name from bio-medical literatures. This paper
proposes the method of language resource construction as well as rule generation as a basic step for
bio-text mining. In the early researches, well defined dictionaries and rules by experts are used for
named entity recognition [2, 3]. There have been researches that use various biological information
resources such as SWISS-Prot, UMLS as a dictionary [5]. Extracting rules from corpus is one of the
currently used methods. In these methods to make rules for named entity recognition, some useful
additional information like contextual information or verbs adjacent to named entity is extracted from
various corpora [1, 4].
In order to solve domain portability issue that is the main limitation of named entity recognition,
this paper suggests methods that minimize the cost of resource construction and rule generation by
extracting useful information from UMLS automatically without the help of experts and curated large
corpus.

2

Method

In this paper basic language resources are constructed from biological information that is obtained
automatically by using statistical methods from Metathesaurus of UMLS. Then, rules are generated
with these resources. UMLS (the Unified Medical Language System) is a project to retrieve information of various bio-medical information resources and to integrate them effectively. It provides
huge Metathesaurus with over two million bio-medical vocabularies. Because Metathesaurus provides
information of concept names and their semantic types for classification, it can be used to recognize
biological named entities. In this paper, in order to build basic language resources, concept name and
semantic type are mapped to named entity and semantic category respectively. The proposed system
consists of three major modules of Resource Builder, Feature Extractor, and Rule Generator.
In Resource Builder module, concept names are divided into several subsets by using semantic
categories. Then, in order to obtain information that characterizes each semantic category following
steps are taken: A concept name is divided into tokens, then by calculating weight value for each
token, Single Term and Keyterm are extracted. Single Term means a word that becomes a named
entity. Keyterm is a word that occurs in a certain category and plays an important role to constitute
a named entity.
Feature Extractor module extracts various features from concept names in order to generate rules
for named entity recognition. In this paper, Single Term and Keyterm are used to obtain semantic
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characteristics of each token, and capital letter, numeric character, alphabet and Greek letter features
are used to get surface characteristics. Also, in order to obtain structural characteristics of named
entity composed of many tokens, we use preposition, conjunction and special character features. Feature extraction is done by tokenizing named entity into a word unit and extracts various features for
each token.
Rule Generator module constructs rules by combining feature-extracted tokens in previous step.
A rule can include many feature-extracted tokens, and each token can have many subtypes. Thus,
to express the rule with the form of having one subtype for each feature in a token, we generate
rules considering all of the possible combinations. After rules are generated, filtering is performed by
calculating weights.
Language resources and rules constructed through proposed steps transferred to named entity
recognition module and play an important role that affects to the performance of named entity recognition.

Figure 1: System Architecture.

3

Discussion

Resource construction and rule generation methods as basic steps for biological named entity recognition are proposed in this paper. The proposed methods generate resources and rules automatically
from the Metathesaurus of UMLS statistically. It can reduce the cost of building resource and rules.
It can also be applicable to a new domain effectively. After all, the proposed methods can contribute
to solve the domain dependency problem that occurs frequently in bio-text mining research.
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